Bien
Montados

Estancias Graciarena is making
sure horsemen are well mounted.
By Andrea Caudill

the need for a good horse exists around

the world. Cowboys need good horses to tend
to their livestock, and horsemen want to enjoy
good performance or riding horses. Estancias
Graciarena has for more than 30 years produced
quality ranch and performance American
Quarter Horses in Argentina and this year is
honored as the AQHA International Best
Remuda winner.
The ranch is located in Olavarria, Argentina,
in the south-central part of the country that
includes the Pampas, a fertile plain that supports

more than 600,000 cattle. It’s about 230 miles
from the capital, Buenos Aires, and the climate
is extreme, with below-freezing winters, and
summers with temperatures of more than 100
degrees Fahrenheit.
“It is really an honor for all of our family to
receive this award,” says Andrés De Lazzer.
“We all work every day with our employees at
the ranch, because horses are a true passion for
us, and we firmly believe that it is our duty to
keep the family’s legacy in improving our
cattle operation, as well as our remuda.

“This award brings great joy to us, because it means that
we are being recognized not only for our hard work, but also
for our way of life, so the joy is even greater,” he continues.
“We think it is a great thing that the remuda award is giving
recognition to international operations, because we all share
the same passion and ideals, regardless of the country we live
in. We all love animals and country life, and to receive an
award for that is simply unbelievable.”

Ranch History
the graciarena family left spain and in 1879 settled in

Olavarria, establishing a cattle and sheep ranch called Estancia
Arroyo Corto. The original land the family owned exceeded
250,000 acres.
By 1928, third-generation rancher Enrique Juan Graciarena
took over and, while he continued a Lincoln sheep operation,
his focus was on improving the ranch’s cattle product. He
crossed shorthorn cattle with the popular local Criollo cattle,
and eventually added black and red Angus. By 1962, he was a
pioneer in artificial insemination, breeding more than 4,000
cows per year. The production of Angus bulls became a main
focus of the ranch, with approximately 500 bulls sold per year.
Enrique’s daughter, Mariquel, and her husband, Andrés,
began to help run the ranch in 1988. The following year, they
decided they would improve the ranch’s remuda, and purchased
their first 11 American Quarter Horse mares and one stallion
from the Argentinian division of the King Ranch. The goal was
to obtain good horses to use for working cattle, and the American
Quarter Horse was the breed that met their requirements for
strength, temperament, athleticism and cow sense.

Their division of the ranch, Estancias Graciarena SA, was
launched in 1992. Its 12,500 acres house about 5,000 head of
mostly Aberdeen Angus cattle, as well as Corriedale sheep
and Quarter Horses.
“The objective for our ranch is to continue with the legacy
of genetic progress in Angus breeding, which continues to this
day,” Mariquel says. “The ranch also offers proven genetics and
well-mannered horses that enable people to enjoy them for
pleasure or work, with greater security.
“It is also Estancias Graciarena’s commitment to raise awareness about livestock welfare, so that traditional Argentine
practices can be modified, removing violence and respecting
the welfare of horses and cows.”

Developing the Horse
the family is passionate about the horses, and all of the

family members are dedicated to continuing the trail blazed
by those who came before them at the ranch by constantly
improving the genetics of their animals.
“The fundamental characteristic of the ranch is family work,”
Mariquel says. “The passion for horses is shared by both Andrés
and myself, as well as by our daughters, Connie and Sofia, who
work on the ranch in addition to their own professions.”
The family deals with the selection, reproduction program,
health, presentation in shows, advertising, marketing and
development of the breed in Argentina.
“We believe that to get the ideal horse for Argentina, we have
to mix different bloodlines, trying to get the best out of each
family,” Andrés says. “Our ideal horse is one who has versatility,
size, strength, ability to cover long distances, explosive speed and

cow sense. It must combine work at the
ranch, competitions and family entertainment, all in one horse.”
While these tenets are the mainstays of their breeding operation, they
also keep beauty in mind, as this is a
key feature that their buyers are shopping for in horses.
In Argentina, the national livestock
registry requires prefixes on all livestock. The family originally used the
word “Chickasaw” as a prefix, as a tribute to the Native American tribe, and
their quality horses. Estancias Graciarena
now uses the letters “CKW,” which is
just an abbreviated version of that word.

Horses on the Ranch
the estancia keeps about 80 horses,

a mix of geldings and mares, for daily
ranch work, with about 300 horses total
on the ranch.
There are about 10 gauchos working
on the ranch who use the ranch horses for
cow work and for general maintenance.
Each gaucho uses two horses per day
in the summer, to avoid unnecessary
fatigue for the horses. In the winter,
when the workload is lighter, the
gauchos use just one horse per day.
Most of the mares used for work are
also part of the embryo transfer program and are shown in ranch disciplines. The stallions are not used in
daily work; they are used only for
breeding and at shows.
All of the livestock, including the
horses, are raised naturally in open
pastures. For the most part, the horses
eat the native grass for which the
“The secret for a
Argentine Pampas is famous, but they
receive vitamin and mineral supplebreeder, whether you
ments to ensure their growth and bone
development. The ranch also raises
breed horses or cows, to
alfalfa, ryegrass and oats exclusively for
the purpose of supplementing the liveendure time and crisis, is
stock as necessary during the winter.
Foals are handled lightly from birth,
to build a reputation of
but they are halter broken and weaned
at about 7 months of age. They are
hard work and honesty.”
then turned back out to grow.
The estancia sells horses of any age,
Andrés De Lazzer
but generally when horses turn 2, the
“This has proven to be extremely
horsemen make decisions on whether
beneficial to horses in training as a
an individual will be sold or have a
way to ease their minds and prepare
career focused on shows or ranch work. Those that are to be them for future ranch work,” Andrés says.
sold go into immediate sale preparation. Most horses are sold
The horses that will join the estancia’s remuda are turned
private treaty, but the ranch also participates in a big auction out until later in their 2-year-old year before being started
in Corrientes, in the northern part of Argentina.
under saddle. They are trained in a traditional Argentine
Future show horses are started immediately under saddle, method, developing a more collected horse with a higher
but all of them, regardless of their planned career path, are headset and a shorter rein. They are also ridden in a traditional
trained to work cattle.
Argentine saddle, known as an “Argentine recado.”
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The horses are expected to perform at both the ranch and at
shows, but they also perform more traditional Argentinian
activities, such as desfiles, or traditional parades; tropillas entabladas,
or forming a line in a herd allowing them to be saddled; and
apadrinar, which is similar to the task of a rodeo pickup horse.
The family regularly hosts educational seminars with some
of the best horsemen in the world, helping spread education
in Argentina.
“We firmly believe that the key to success
in every aspect of life and business, is education,” Mariquel says. “Our country has
unmatched conditions to breed cattle and
horses, the country has the best bloodlines
in the world, but we don`t have horse trainers as good as the horses, so they never meet
their maximum performance. With the clinics and seminars, we try to bring the best
teachers in the world, so we can grow as
breeders and trainers. We share this educational opportunity with all of Argentinian
breeds, so we can all work together and
share the same commitment as a country.”

Top Horses
the estancia has produced countless top quarter horses,

evidenced by 12 horse-of-the-year awards from the Argentinian
Quarter Horse Association, as well as several breeder and
owner-of-the year awards.
Among the horses Andrés credits as their most influential
breeding stock was the ranch’s first performance horse –
Pecom Le Guayano, whom they purchased in 1992 as a
5-year-old.The sorrel son of Le Zeb Freckles was bred by
Pecom Agropecuaria SA, and was a grandson of Colonel
Freckles and a great-grandson of Mr San Peppy.
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“He was a very stout stallion with a lot of athletic ability
and a good disposition, which was transmitted to his progeny,”
Andrés says.
The horse also drew the ranch into competition with great
success, earning horse-of-the year for the Argentinian Quarter
Horse Association three times, as well as multiple national
titles in AQHA, reining, western pleasure and halter. The
stallion is known for siring champions in all
disciplines popular in Argentina, including
halter, reining, western pleasure, speed
events and cattle classes.
Other top sires include the 1989 Freckles
Playboy stallion Freckles And Belles; the
Shining Spark son Andres Bar Spark, who
is the sire of junior ranch stallions Leo Bar
Lena CI and CKW Maximum Step; Rowels,
a Polo Ranch-bred son of Gallo Del Cielo;
and the palomino Nu Chex To Cash son
Corona Gold Chex.
The ranch also has quality producers in
its broodmare band, such as Foxy Little
Step (Wimpys Little Step-Chexanicki by
Bueno Chexinic), a show winner and the
dam of ranch stallion CKW Maximum
Step; Chickasaw Lady Doc (Pecom Genuine Doc-Pecom
Peppy Lampara by Little Peppys Cowboy), the ranch’s first
Palermo grand champion mare winner in 1997 and the only
producer of two horses of the year; CKW Freckles Queen
(Freckles and Belles-CKW Doc Play Fannin by Pecom
Genuine Doc), a show champion and one of the favorite ranch
horses; and Shine The Lena (CD Lights-Shine O Lena by
Shining Spark), another show champion.
“The secret for a breeder, whether you breed horses or cows,
to endure time and crisis, is to build a reputation of hard

work and honesty,” Andrés says. “It is essential
to honestly give advice to people who come to
buy, so that they are satisfied and return to the
ranch whenever they need an animal.
“The natural breeding of our animals, in an
open field, we believe makes them have great
health, that allows them to adapt to extreme
climates, including the hard cold of Patagonia
to the hot days of the Argentinian north area.”

Overall Improvement
in addition to improving their own stock,

the family also has dedicated time and effort to
improving the breed as a whole in their country.
Andrés served as president of the Argentine
affiliate for five years, and an additional seven
years as vice president. He is an AQHA international judge and is frequently asked to do
educational lectures throughout Latin America.
He also worked closely with AQHA Past President
Jim Heird on the Quality Sample Program in Argentina,
which brought fresh ranch bloodlines to South America.
Mariquel uses her bilingual talents to translate educational
articles into Spanish. María “Connie” Constanza De Lazzer is
an active exhibitor, while Sofía De Lazzer is also South
America’s youngest AQHA international judge.
“We would like to thank some special people who have
helped us all through the years,” Mariquel says. “Dr. Jim
Heird, for his unconditional support and friendship – South
American horses have improved enormously because of his
hard work in our countries; Dr. Anna Lee Morrison, who has
been doing an amazing job for the international affiliates
through the international office of the AQHA; Dr. Glenn
Blodgett, for his generosity to share Four Sixes Ranch’s true

ranch horse bloodlines with us all; and finally, to our friend,
Ignacio De Mendiguren, because of his commitment with
AQHA, Argentina and South America are being heard.”
It takes a village of dedicated individuals to grow an individual program and an entire breed. The family members
behind Estancias Graciarena have dedicated their lives to this
endeavor and are rewarded with the greatest equine breeding
prize in ranching.
And the horsemen in Argentina have been rewarded with
being bien montados – or being well mounted and riding a
great horse.
Andrea Caudill is an editor for AQHA Media. To comment, write
to acaudill@aqha.org.
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